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Preface
While growing up I could see the region change. As
the years pass by, first my cousins moved away, later
me and my friends move away, some relatives lose
their job and everyone notices that buildings get
vacant. The economy has shifted, from education
towards health and from agriculture towards
tourism. When reading the newspaper, people get
the feeling that investments, policies and companies
are neglecting the region. Slowly but surely the
region where I was raised became a shrinking
region.
In my environment is this exemplary case of societal
issues in the countryside. Bas and Mariska want to
stay in the Achterhoek, but don’t have the financial
means to buy a house in the countryside or the
small nearby town. Together with her family they
found the solution to rebuild one old barn on their
farmhouse. The municipality doesn’t allow this
function change because the zoning regulation lists
the barn as an annex. No wonder similar young
couples move.
The society doesn’t wait for the solution to come
towards them. Many initiatives are started, to deal
with for example vacancy or amenities. Hans and
Margriet saw impressive local food markets in
the USA and took the concept to their hometown
Groenlo. ‘Hart van Grolle’ is currently under
construction. The food market will provide shops to
multiple partners offering various types of local food
under one roof.
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1. Introduction
The Achterhoek region, as seen in figure 1, is
located in the east of the Netherlands. The region
is the eastern part of the Gelderland province.
Demographic change and a moderate economy have
prepared the region to anticipate on shrinkage.
Since the end of 2014 the Achterhoek region is
designated as a shrinking region (krimpregio),
which means that the problems we face now are just
the starting point. The topic is a complex subject,
without one clear definition and a lot of themes
attached to it.
In this graduation project the role of society in a
shrinking context is studied. The citizen initiatives,
social entrepeneurship and participatory examples
show the call in society for action. The good
examples of local action are solitary, in the sense that
the approach is only applied once and not translated
into a more systematic frame.
This exploratory project will test if some of the
local approaches can be transformed into a more
structural approach. First the shrinking phenomena
is explained more in detail, showing its relations to
societal and economic issues. The stated problem
is then translated into both a design goal and
a research question. The theoretic frame of the
research will be explained, followed by the proposed
methodology to answer the research question.

Figure1: Position of the Achterhoek region in the Netherlands.

In the second part of this report, the progress that
has been made so far is explained. This section will
be reviewed for the P2 presentation.
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The shrinking condition
First the phenomena of shrinkage will be explained, using definitions and more
detailed explanations. The simple definition as used by (“Oxford dictionaries,”):
“The process, fact, or amount of shrinking” This definition is not explaining the
full problem field, the OECD definition explains some adjacent phenomena
in the economic and social field. “A ‘shrinking city’ can be defined as an urban
area – a city, part of a city, an entire metropolitan area or a town – that has
experienced population loss, economic downturn, employment decline and social
problems as symptoms of a structural crisis” (Martinez-Fernandez & Weyman,
2012) in (Hospers, 2012, p. 10). For my research I will use this definition of
OECD, broaden its spatial context from shrinking cities towards regional
shrinkage.
Hospers mentions some macro-processes as main causes, such as economic
transformation, shifts in urban structure, the ageing of society and political
transformation. In reality, the causes of shrinkage are often interrelated.
(Hospers, 2012, pp. 8-9) Oswalt and Rieniets have studied causes of shrinkage
as well, and came up with 21 causes of shrinkage across the world. Similar to
the conclusion by Hospers that the causes are interrelated, also Oswalt and
Rienits are discussing that shrinkage should not be considered monocausally.
(Oswalt & Rieniets, 2006, p. 6)
When shrinkage is considered as an autonomous process on which we have
very little influence as a designer or planner, what consequences of shrinkage
do have spatial implications? The answer needs some further understanding of
the consequences of shrinkage. Hospers divided the consequences of shrinkage
in:
Hardware refers to the physical environment, the visible and most
practical aspects of shrinkage. For example vacancy, (over dimensioned)
infrastructure of the city etc.
Mindware is the image of a region. Shrinking regions often struggle with a
negative image.
Software is about social structures in a region. The definition refers to
interdependencies in society and is a fundamental aspect of shrinkage.
Software is essential for the functioning of a shrinking region; for
example the role of citizens, social networks etc. Shrinkage can influence
software both positively and negatively. Negatively by the weakening
of social networks and positively by improving those social networks.
(Hospers, 2012)
Shrinkage is a problem that has interrelated causes, overlapping a lot of
different economic and social fields. Urban designers and planners normally
work in the hardware section. But as Hospers shows, hardware is just one of
the three groups of shrinkage, overlapping with and interrelated to software
and mindware consequences. In this changing context, the image and social
structures grow in importance. What can the urban designer or planner do?
-6-

2. Problem field
The PBL (Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency) discusses that
other factors, like the economic situation, are of much bigger importance for
the development of a city or region. (Dam et al., 2006, p. 7) The role of spatial
design is marginal, but certainly important for spatial development. PBL says
that spatial implications of shrinkage are relativized by them, but certainly
cannot be discarded. Since shrinkage or stabilisation is forthcoming or reality
for regions, municipalities and districts, it offers a whole new societal and
economic context where stagnation in population and in households is no
longer a local phenomenon. Trusting on, and striving for growth has become
risky and unrealistic. (Dam et al., 2006, p. 195)
“The system (of services, materials and flows of finance, people and information)
as we know it, is based on continuous and natural growth, while both economic
and demographic scenarios for the coming decade show a completely different
image.” (Hajer & Buitelaar, 2011) The adaption to a different system comes with
changes. The role of the government, the spatial planner/designer, the economy
and the society are questioned.
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Spatial situation
In the PBL report ‘shrinkage and space’ is explained
what the spatial effects can be of demographic
shrinkage for the housing market, the living
environment (leefomgeving), the amenities,
mobility, regional economy, environment (milieu)
and the spatial government (Dam et al., 2006, p. 73).
The housing market is directly influenced by
demographic shrinkage, because of the development
of the number and size of households. Households
form the demand of the housing market.The housing
stock should adapt in quantitative (number of
houses) and in qualitative (type and size of houses)
ways to the future demand. In shrinking regions the
least attractive neighbourhoods and towns are facing
vacancy, where houses built in 1945-1970 seem to be
the most vulnerable.

Figure 2: Image of a vacant plot meant for housing at the
Landbouwstraat in Winterswijk. Source: Facebook page:
Achterhoek 2020, photo album

Figure 3: Image of a school in Vragender, near Lichtenvoorde.
One of the many schools having less than the official minimum
of 100 students. Source: Facebook page: Achterhoek 2020,
photo album

The living environment is formed by the physical
and social environment. The physical environment
contains the condition of dwellings and other
buildings in the neighbourhood, the condition
of public space and the presence and quality of
amenities. The social environment contains the
social status, social cohesion and social security.
The speed and scale of shrinkage will determine the
effect on the living environment.
Amenities disappearing is not only caused by
shrinkage and the decreased demand for amenities,
but also or especially by developments in the supply.
Other developments than shrinkage will have
more influence on the demand, like the changing
behaviour of consumers, increased mobility and
different lifestyles. Demographic changes have a
particularisation(strengthening or weakening) effect,
depending on the type of amenity. Demographic
shrinkage could be considered as both a cause and a
consequence of the lower level of amenities.
Mobility does not have very clear changes caused
by shrinkage. Different researches point divergent
contributions of demographics to mobility, but they
all show that the effect of demographics is marginal.
People commute more often and longer, rather
than larger amounts of people on the road. When
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a household has less persons, the number of trips
and the time spent in traffic increase. The number of
households will grow., meaning that even though the
number of people in traffic decreases, the number
of trips and the time spent in traffic will compensate
the decline.

Figure 4: Image of an office building with a banner to attract
workers. The visual respresentation of the lack of educated
workers.

Regional economy should give more insight in the
influence of demographic changes on the regional
scale. In the long term employment can disappear
as a consequence of demographic changes, because
of a lack of sufficient people, and a higher price
for labour, or because of a too small local market.
Businesses might leave to other regions or countries.
This won’t happen in every region, because the
potential labour force will increase. Especially
in shrinking regions, the tightness of the labour
market can increase severely. Temporarily this has
a positive effect on the unemployment rate. The
scale of this process is unclear, depending on a (mis)
match between demand and offer, future unknown
developments.
Environment could be positively affected by a
decline in population on European, national,
regional and local scale. The small group of the
prosperous of this world contribute to a large
pressure on the environment. Meaning that the
development of prosperity is more important than
the demographic development.
The government is receiving money
(Rijksgemeentefonds) according to
multiple factors, all in line with the requirements of
equality, spreading and budgetary security. Housing
subsidy systems from provinces and possible income
from land development makes it hard for local
governments to cancel overestimated building plans.
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Mapping shrinkage
On a European scale, the process of shrinkage is very important. Fertility rates
in the EU are too low to sustain a stable population and without future inward
migration, the EU will have lost 50 million of its inhabitants by around the
year 2050. (Hospers, 2012, p. 7) Instead of looking at prognoses, the current
developments will be studied. Apparently shrinking and growing regions can be
really close to eachother, as we can see in image XX. Mainly Eastern-European
regions and peripheral regions in other parts of Europe will have to deal with
demographic shrinkage. The Netherlands fit in this scheme, but most Dutch
regions are still growing and expect more future growth. In a few regions the
population is declining, future prognoses show that regional variation will
continue to be there. In image XX the population change over 10 years is
represented. In these 10 years, the size of households was declining only in 11
municipalities(Dam et al., 2006).

Figure 5: Population development in Europe over 1995-2005.
(Eurostat) in (Dam et al., 2006)
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Figure 6: Population development in the Netherlands over
1995-2005. (CBS) in (Dam et al., 2006)

Shrinkage politics
“The problems triggered policy makers all over Europe to develop a number of
strategies. Sometimes to explicitly aim at coping with shrinkage, or intensified
existing policies. In practice, we can identify four types of policy responses:
1. Trivializing shrinkage: It cannot be true
A typical response in such a situation is to do nothing, simply denying that
the city has a problem. Demographic forecasts, however, are more reliable
than economic ones, because there are only three variables involved:
fertility, mortality and migration. Moreover, demography works as a
“supertanker”: once a trend has set in, it is difficult to steer away from it.
2. Countering shrinkage: The city must grow again
The idea is that shrinkage is only a temporary problem that can be resolved
by attracting new people and businesses. This market-based, pro-growth
policy response is popular in many European countries, especially in
Central, Eastern and Southern Europe. Attempts are made to stimulate
population growth by means of new real property development, urban
restructuring and place marketing.
3. Accepting shrinkage: We try to cope with it
Slowly but surely, shrinking cities in the United Kingdom, Germany and
the Netherlands are tending to accept population decline as a fact of life.
Instead of stimulating growth, they are trying to manage the effects of
shrinkage and look for ways to stabilize population development as far as
possible.
4. Utilizing shrinkage: There is more for less
Not all of us see urban shrinkage as a problem. Notably planners, architects
and consultants plead for a positive view on shrinking cities. Their
argument is that a city’s quality of life does not depend on population
density. “There is no proper size for the perfect city. In Scandinavia for
example the quality of life is very good, while there is a very low population
density.””(Hospers, 2012, p. 14).
The increased political interest for locality can be traced towards two different
sources. First is the OECD: “The twin effects of demographic change and
shrinkage are a complex and multi-dimensional process, and increasingly, a
worldwide phenomenon. However, the local level stands as a fundamental level
of analysis and policies. Local governments and organisations are expressing a
strong need for expertise to deal with associated challenges, particularly regarding
local labour markets.” (Martinez-Fernandez & Weyman, 2012, p. 27) In other
words, to deal with the complexity of shrinkage, local knowledge as well as local
institutional and organisational capacity is required.
The second source is a shift towards decentralisation in politics. “To apply the
knowledge of the society successfully; diversity, independence and engagement of
local knowledge can process the numerous opinions.” (Surowiecki 2004) in (Hajer,
2011). The government has the capacity to take up such responsibility.
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Societal politics
The social aspect is concerned with involvement of different actors. Hospers
highlights the involvements of stakeholders in a shrinking context. The local
government relies on the capacity of actors like corporations, schools, business
networks and on citizens themselves. “Urban governance may be understood as
a process of coordinating actors, social groups, and institutions to attain particular
goals, discussed and defined collectively in fragmented, uncertain environments,
Thus, shrinkage is a “wicked problem” that requires urban governance” (Borraz &
Le Galès, 2010) in (Hospers, 2012, p. 18).
The government and society have different expectations of eachother, evoking
a discussion for the best way to deal with the new expectations. Van der Steen
and Hajer discuss the different political discourses:
The changes within government and society also change their
expectations of a suitable relation between eachother. Some prefer the
approach of ‘toestemmingsdiscours’ which literally means authorization
discourse, thinking from the question whether it should, works, fits
and belongs. (Hemerijck, 2003) in (Steen et al., 2014, p. 10) Sometimes
practical and pragmatic (realistic options for self-organisation),
sometimes normative and moral (questioning appropriateness). Others
prefer to puzzle their way, exploring different tracks to find a working
approach for integration of citizen initiatives in or next to the current
governing structures. Sometimes pragmatic and sometimes normative.
(Van Twist et al, 2014) in (Steen et al., 2014, p. 10) The first group
selforganisation is a possibility, with pros and cons. The second group
prefers selforganisation as the preffered option, for which the government
should move back. Others point at the compromise, where hybrids will
form the base of the system. Not either-or but and-and, accepting the
complications of constantly changing relations between government and
society. (Steen et al., 2014, p. 10)
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Problem statement
The shrinkage issue has negative economic and societal consequences that
are too big to tackle. In this project shrinkage is the condition, meaning that
there is nothing this project can do about it. Because of the shrinking number
of inhabitants and the stabilized economy, investments are slowed down,
downsized or cancelled. The shrinking condition causes stakeholders to
rethink most of its investments. In the field of liveability and the amenities, the
preservation of these amenities is under debate. The trend of upscaling speeds
up the process of reduced support, meaning the nearby amenities will decrease
substantially.
In general government policies, especially at national level, are moving away
from the welfare model. More tasks are decentralised, for example in care
for elderly and youth. The local government is faced with a larger set of
responsibilities and smaller budgets. Increasingly, the government is looking
at the society for the solution. There are multiple discourses within the
government; one of authorization and continuity, and the other of exploring
and flexibility.
Where the continuity discourse is addressing that minorities are less likely
to develop successful initiatives, increasing the gap between higher-class and
lower-class districts. On both local and regional level, the differences between
these groups can grow, which is called socio-spatial segregation.
The flexibility discourse is addressing that initiatives cause unpredictable
societal dynamics in a rapid pace, causing a policy respond that is lagging
behind. The government is supposed to do ‘something’ but traditional
approaches cannot keep up the pace (Steen et al., 2014, p. 7).
The society is very active and involved, comes up with ideas and initiatives for a
wide variety of goals. Sometimes an initiative manages to preserve an amenity
by voluntary work, increasing goodwill and support from the society. This
energetic society demands a connected and open government, able to respond
flexible.
There may be an arising mismatch between societal demands in relation to
the governmental task. Since the government is still debating their approach,
the different scales of government and different departments within one
government institute may respond differently to one individual case. There is
an lack of decisiveness, caused by the mismatch and the uncertainty around
governmental approach. On the local level, where people are affected by the
decrease of amenities, the uncertainty will only accelerate the process.
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Research objective and questions
The objective of the research is to position the local Oost-Achterhoek shrinkage
issues in the context of larger societal and political processes. The research
question is:
Can the loss or inaccessibility of amenities in the shrinking Oost
Achterhoek be mitigated by policy (re)design and how does it translate to
spatial design?

I.

Answering the main question will happen step-by-step, using the
following sub-questions:
What are the characteristics of the Achterhoek region, and how is the 		
region affected by shrinkage?
The local understanding of the regions characteristics and it’s invisible
processes is crucial in this spatial project.

What are the different actors aiming at?
a.
What are the perspectives of different target-groups and how do
		they initiate?
The society is very active, but the expectations and activity of
different groups might vary. Understanding the different groups
and their demands is crucial when the societal processes are
integrated in the research.
b.
What are the different stakeholders aiming at, on different scale
		levels?
The stakeholders are the people involved with developments and
decisions. Understanding the goals they formulate creates more
understanding of the software and mindware of this region.
II.

bu

dg

changing societal
demands

et

cu

Figure 7: Visualisation of the changing societal demand and the increasing governmental tasks with smaller budgets.
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3. Research questions and general
structure
III.

How does the changing relation between government, society and 		
economy influence the criteria for recent planning methods?
With the answer on this research question the political, societal and
economic processes become tangible. The resulting answer is the theory
paper in which the processes are explained and used as a frame to
review the used criteria of Boelens planning method.

IV.

Can the shortcomings in planning with bottom-up initiatives be 		
translated into a policy design?
a.
What is the relation between bottom-up initiatives and policies?
The answer on this question links the conclusion of different
analysis sections with eachother, resulting in a number of
specific shortcomings in the current situation.
b.
How can the initiatives and policies on amenities be used to
		(re)design policy?
The resulting shortcomings of answer a. are addressed in a
strategic policy proposal, addressing the problem of declining
amenities. The policy proposal will be evaluated and adjusted
based on both the results of the theory paper from answer
III, and on the effectiveness for shrinking consequences in
hardware, software and mindware.
V.
How can the government’s responsibility be translated into a spatial
approach for the region?
The role of the designer changes and this explorative section aims to use design
as an attitude. Testing what kind of design tools can be applied, to test if the
proposed policy would work and to visualise its outcome.

- 15 -
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General structure
In the image to the left the subquestions have been
translated to the main structure of the graduation.
The analyses result in knowledge of the bottom
up initiatives and the kind of activities that can
happen by society, but especially what will not
happen through bottom-up. The analyses also result
in knowledge of the policies and the mismatch
between these two. A redesign of the policies
sketches how the mismatch can be tackled. In a
strategic spatial experiment, through exploratory
design the outcomes of the proposed policy design
are visualised. The outcome of this last phase is very
uncertain.

Figure 8: Schematic phasing of the general structure of the
project. The green arrow represents the
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This chapter explains the existing theories on
3 subjects. These subjects are derived from the
problem field; political theories, shrinkage theories
and planning methods for governance. For each
subject: first the position of different authors is
explained. Then the relevance of the theory for the
project will be discussed. At the end of this chapter,
the relation between these three topics are shown.

The theory frames the societal issue into a proposal
for the government on how to deal with it. Van der
Steen (2014, p. 6) states that finding a strategy that the
government should follow is hard, because citizens
dynamics cannot be implemented. Participation
is different from top-down activities or external
implementation of policy. Plenty of examples;
contributing and causing friction, immediately or in
future perspective. Citizens participation commonly
Political theories on the market and society
known, but governmental participation suits this
movements
context better.
Utilizing the societalgovernment
energy to
government
government
achieve common goals and public value. Built on the
Steen and Hajer are both advising politics, Steen
expertise and motivation of local inhabitants and
from the governance and Hajer from the planning
entrepreneurs, with facilitating involvement of the
perspective. First the report of Hajer describes
government. It is still about governing, but beyond
the energetic society, secondly the report of Steen
the government as hierarchic steering actor standing
attempts to implement the energetic
society in
market
society
society
market
society
market
society
above
society and market.
(p. 8)
government systems.
The report ´De energieke samenleving´ is discussing
the following approach: The demographic and
government
economic prognoses ask for a different approach
participation and
privatisation and
independence
market forces
than the current system, based on continuous and
natural growth (Hajer & Buitelaar, 2011). The
energetic society wants to use and accelerate societal
dynamics to realise the public goal of sustainability.
active society and
social
individual power
entrepeneurship
So far, societal dynamics are seen as the cause of
problems. In the energetic society the starting point
market
society
is different: looking for directions to engage on the
Figure 9: own edit, based on (Steen et al., 2014)
dynamics in the energetic society. (Hajer, 2011,
An government that not always executes themselves,
p. 30) Traditionally, the optimal solution needed
but creates possibilities by facilitating, being flexible,
to be found. The alternative is experimenting,
notices the local context and in some fields on welllearning and upscaling. Experiments, innovations
timed moments retreats. On the other hand an
and learning processes arise at places, where room
shrinking government that has to consider whether
for innovation, creativity and lateral thinking is
more and more tasks and organisational models are
available. The government is supposed to determine
still valuable. Both messages implicate an enabling
public goals, but the society must support them. (p.
state. The government enables and facilitates
43) According to Hajer (p. 33) ”the relevant question
developments and initiatives. (p. 11)
is what strategy the government should follow to
In both the chapter about governmental participation
strengthen the energetic society to its capabilities.”
and about the enabling state, the question of
The old hierarchic governing will be replaced
responsibility was posed. When the initiative shifts,
by horizontal and open governing, in a world of
will the responsibility for eventual risks shift?
collaboration and concurrency. Incrementalism
(Peeters, 2014) in (Steen et al., 2014, p. 8). The pitfall
is more useable than the traditional governing
of the enabling state is that a government forced to
model of ‘analysis and instruction’. Opposed to the
reconsider tasks sees the legitimacy in an energetic
traditional model, the incremental approach does
society to repel tasks. Research has to show when the
formulate major goals but won’t rely on one large
energetic society can or cannot fulfil a certain role,
interference. The process of many little steps should
and what that demands from the government. (p. 11)
lead to the major goal. (p. 45)
- 18 -
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4. Theoretical framework
Shrinkage theories

Planning methods for governance

The theory of Hospers about hardware, software
and mindware will be explained more elaborate. The
theory of Oswald, where 4 approaches to shrinkage:
reduce, revaluate, reorganise and imagine will be
discussed.

To be able to discuss the relation of planning to
both shrinkage theory and governmental theory, the
definition of governance needs further explanation
because a important addition has been made to
the ‘dictionary’ definition. Which is the notion that
governance starts from the way people collaborate,
while government starts with hierarchic control.

Hospers (2012, pp. 11-13) divides the consequences
in hardware, software and mindware. Hardware
refers to the visible, tangible and countable aspects.
Software focuses on the people living in the
shrinking area. It includes the norms and values
of local actors and the ways they act and interact.
Mindware is the image of a city, which is often
negative in shrinking regions. The awareness that
by identifying the region as shrinking, it might
become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Urban designers
and planners normally work in the hardware section.
Now the software (social-cultural fabric) and
mindware are linked to the shrinking consequences.
(p. 27)
Oswalt (p. 17) speaks about paradoxical planning:
How can one take action without being able to
solve problems? The formulation of approaches to
shrinking cities should overcome the neoliberal
insular masterplans. The new type of planning
should think of space as a whole, with respect for
larger planning horizons. Contradictions in planning
become the starting point of a discussion. The
models for action address various scale levels of the
urban.
The field deconstructing examines the questions
of how urban rollback – that is, the process of deurbanization – can be shaped and what qualities
can be gained by that which remains. The field
re-evaluating explores how the traditional, the
abandoned, can be re-appropriated and used
differently. The field reorganizing is concerned
with the question of social organization: How can
processes, structures, and programs be conceived
differently in order to create new opportunities for
development? Finally, the field imagining addresses
mental processes of communication, memory, the
search for identity, and the production of desire,
considering urban action from the perspective of the
imagination (Oswalt, 2006, p. 18).

The field in which the planning methods are
developed is described by Van der Steen (2014, p.
25) as organised network connections. Governments
have been dependant on actors to achieve its goals.
Next to these collaborations the self-organisation
and citizens intiatives are upcoming, which can
strenthen the energy but is more likely to reduce or
block energy in the society.
Hospers (2012, pp. 21, 22) states that in order to
upgrade the ‘software’ and ‘mindware’ of places,
local empowerment is needed because the intrinsic
motivations and energy of people make a difference.
The shift from public power to local empowerment
is called ‘Civic economy’ where the traditionally
distinct civil society, market and state are fused. This
new form of collective action produces outcomes
that neither the state nor the market could have
achieved on its own.
Combining the former theories, the notion that
‘software’ and ‘mindware’ relate to governance is
very much interrelated to the civic economy. The
network systems behind this will be discussed using
the network urbanism theory of Dupuy, a network
classification of 3 layers. Finally the literature of
Boelens will be reviewed, working towards his
methodology for planning where the networks of
actors are integrated.
The system consists of 3 layers of operators. The
first level is the layer of transporting networks.
(infrastructure, public transport, communicationnetwork). The second level is the functional network
of production and consumption, where boundaries
are vague because of the spreading of workplaces,
housing and leisure. The network of households
forms the third level of the layers. People use the first
two layers to create their personal networks. Dupuy
(2008 ) in (Rutgers, 2012)
- 19 -

This is in line with (Boelens, 2010) approach on the
outside-in planning. This approach is not so much
a theory, but more a methodology. Nonetheless,
theory is an important aspect of the framework.
The renewed actor-oriented economic and spatial
approach is needed to go beyond the inside-out
motivated planning ambitions, motivations and
deliberations. The alternatives on previous planning
models were formulated within the existing
planning framework. A view on planning from the
government, or government related which means
from the inside-out. The post-structural ideas on
time, space and planning were effective in attacking
the state controlled planning strategy, but unable
to provide the answer(Boelens, 2010, p. 30). In the
inside-out planning the internal deliberations and
power shifts within the government, separated
from the external world. The interrelated outsidein approach will make the ongoing and permanent
governmental rescaling and reordering unnecessary.
The approach is based on three ideas: a) A relational
orientation to the planning of time and space, b) an
elaboration of that alternative within the triangle of
interrelational factors of importance, networking/
institutional settings and spatial strategies and c) a
change in government culture towards the outsidein.(Boelens, 2009, p. 32). The explanation by Boelens
is very complex and skips some definitions and
specific explanations.
To explain relational orientation first the definition of
relation is explained.
In the 1990s, the relation is more often
conveyed in the ‘network’ language articulated
by as a tension between ‘places’ and ‘flows’. This
new network language not only emphasises
the complex socio-spatial relations between
physical spaces, places of meaning and the
spatial patterning produced through dynamic
social and economic networks; it also stresses
the complex ways in which networks, or webs,
overlay each other and reach out to others
elsewhere in space and time. (Healey, 2007, p.
VIII)
The idea of a relational orientation is that all actors
orientate themselves to networks of socio-spatial
relations between physical spaces, places of meaning
- 20 -

and the spatial patterning produced through
dynamic social and economic networks.
The planning of time and space are step by step
explained by Healey (2007). First the concept of
time, about being constantly on the move as well as
in place, flows as well as entities. The contradiction
is obvious, as well for the concept of space. If there
are so many ‘times’ that flow through urban areas, it
becomes important for analysts and strategy-makers
to consider which times they are emphasising and
how the strategy relates to the complex times in
urban areas. A possible answer is to leave most
relations to evolve, beyond a specific intervention:
The Documento di Inquadrimento deliberately
steps aside from any attempt to express too
much in policy terms and in specific projects.
It inserts small interventions in the hope that
these will set off future evolutions in various
timescales. (Healey, 2007, p. 219)
Now idea A) can be roughly translated to: All actors
orientate themselves to both the relations produced
through social and economic dynamics and the
different ‘times’ that will give ‘space’ for relations to
evolve.
Idea B) continues on the stated relational orientation
as the alternative for future planning. Placing this
within the triangle of interrelational (f)actors of
importance, networking/institutional settings and
spatial strategies.
factors of importance are subjects like the
environment or the climate, housing or the available
budget. These subjects are being negotiated by
humans, because these factors should be involved
in the process from the beginning. The interrelated
(f)actors of importance can be understood as the
The triple classification of actors, networks and their
actions. (Boelens, 2010, p. 39)
Networking/institutional settings have been explained
by Healey (2007, p. VII) as the institutional arenas in
which the actors interact, to produce strategic ideas
and implementations.
Now idea B) can be roughly translated to: The
implementation of relational orientation is made
within the triangle of the actors and their stake, the
institutional background and the spatial strategy.
Important addition to explain the method is the

notion that the triangle keeps room for changes in all
3 sections of the triangle.
The proposed change in government-culture to the
outside-in is now much more easy to understand.
The outside-in approach is very close to the used
definition of governance earlier this chapter:
governance starts from the way people collaborate,
while government starts with hierarchic control.
To summarize, the approach Boelens developed is
based on the following 3 principles:
a)
All actors orientate themselves to both the
relations produced through social and economic
dynamics and the different ‘times’ that will give
‘space’ for relations to evolve.
b)
The implementation of relational orientation
is made within the triangle of the actors and their
stake, the institutional background and the spatial
strategy.
c)
A change in government culture towards the
outside-in.

The three fields of research covered in this
graduation are already shortly described in the
problem statement. The fields are shrinkage, politics
and governance&planning. The figure shows a
number of relevant authors, writing on one or more
of the 3 fields of research.
The framework will be used to formulate criteria
derived from the theory paper to judge existing
policy, existing initiatives and as a starting point for
the formulation of a new strategy.

Figure 10: Diagrammatic visualisation of the three subjects
within which the reviewed literature is positioned. Each of the
cirkels represents the scope of that theoretical topic. As the
diagram shows, the fields are overlapping. A lot of the authors
used for this review are positioned on two overlapping fields.
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Figure 11: Methodology flowchart
Eplaining the different steps of the approach and giving insight in how
the different elements of the method influence eachother.
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5. Methodology
Methods
Literature review
Reviewing the existing literature as part of the analysis, to position the
project in a framework of relevant literature. “The researcher makes clear
the way in which the knowledge develops or originates from existing modes of
understanding” (Rocco, 2015). The review will be used to formulate criteria
derived from the reviewed theories. The criteria will be used to judge existing
policy, existing initiatives and as a starting point for the formulation of a new
strategy.
Mapping
Design and implement an cartographic method to visualise the initiatives in
the active and involved Achterhoek society. The maps are visualising nonspatial characteristics of this project, additional to the traditional spatial maps.
Depending on the goal of that map, choose the appropriate visualisation to
tell the story. Types of maps to be produced: inventarisation, analysation,
concluding
Interviews
Using interviews to create profiles of the different stakeholders. And a
second set of interviews to explain the different target groups. The aim of
these interviews is to identify the problems for example initiators or local
government employees are facing. The result of these interviews is to get more
insight in the current processes and possible improvements.
The interviewing method for the two different purposes vary. The stakeholders
interview is semi-structured, meant to evoke a discussion on uncertainties. The
interviews with citizens for an overview of different target groups is closed, so
the answers are compareable (Dorst, 2015).
Research by design
Using design as a method for research, which is called research by design.
Within the structures provided by academic research, sits an exploratory
practice as generator of relevant questions (Rocco, 2015). For the project, this
means that the variables are very unclear and therefore an exploratory design
will be used as a testing-ground for possible solutions. Design is understood
as an attitude towards the research. By using design tools the possible
solutions are explored and thereby argumentation is developed in favour of, or
against the proposal. Oswald described this role of the designer as imagining.
Imagining addresses mental processes of communication, memory, the search
for identity, and the production of desire, considering urban action from the
perspective of the imagination. (Oswalt, 2006)
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Planning
The planning as seen on the left is showing the different parallel activities, the
deadline moments and the estimated start/end of new phases. The process part
in the top is linked to the methods, the products part is linked to the intended
end products.
In the period between P1 and P2, personal health issues have caused delays. In
the summer holiday, the lost time will be compensated, working on the aspects
that got lost before the official P2.

Design aim
In a field where the governmental and societal roles are discussed, the role
of the designer is subject of a discussion in the discipline. In the problem
statement, the consequences of shrinkage are separated in hardware, software
and mindware. Where the traditional designer works in the hardware field, the
new designer covers also software and mindware. Meaning that governance
will be integrated in the design.
i.
Understanding the local situation is crucial, to be able to separate local
characteristics from causes of shrinkage.
ii.
Exploration of the possible solution, using design as an attitude for 		
research
iii.
The integration of the processes of hardware, software and mindware
in the method.
iv.
Testing the method in a local spatial context.

Figure 12: Planning for the graduation project
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Figure 13: IABR exposition map by Fabric. on sand&sediments
flow in the Rotterdam area.

Figure 14: Involving actors in the research Charlois aan het
water, interactive approach from the beginning by Vitibuck.
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Intended end product
The end products vary from intermediate products to the final products.
During the progress the theory paper, atlas of initiatives and actor profiles are
created. For the atlas of initiatives, cartography is an important tool.
With cartography, the method of visualisation is used for storytelling. The
mapping of the message makes it easier to emphasize a message. Important
to note is that the maps are visualising non-spatial relationships to convey
a more social or political message. Visualising unexpected data will create
opportunities to link non-spatial information to existing spatial structures.
In this beautiful project by Fabric. for the IABR exposition, the cartography
gives information about the sand and sediments flow in the Rotterdam area.
(“Designing with flows,” 2014)
The policy design will sketch a strategy through infographics, text and
storytelling tools. The results of the strategic policy will be translated to a
specific design outcome. The result is still uncertain, not only because the
strategy is still unknown but also because design is the attitude towards the
research. This means that exploratory design will be used as a testing-ground
for the strategy, to hopefully strengthen the policy in its local power. By using
design tools the possible solutions are explored and thereby argumentation
is developed in favour of, or against the proposal. In the research ‘Charlois
aan het water’ of Vitibruck achitects, the aim was to mobilize inhabitants,
entrepeneurs and other actors to transform this vacant harbour into a lively
public space. Already at the kick-off the office mobilized instead of informed.
The research resulted in an ‘action calendar’ to show all chances and initiatives.
(“Charlois aan het water,” 2014)
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Figure 15: Citizens protest about a vacant building in the center of Groenlo. The banner says: Oost Gelre
municipality, this is already 11 years your ruin, it seems like Carnival. In this situation the citizens are discussing
the responsibility issue. Vacancy is first the issue of the owner, only when it becomes structural, causing
detoriation the public value is a legitimacy. In this case the municipality bought the place to prevent speculation.

6. Relevance
Societal relevance
The level of available amenities is high and the
distance to the amenities is low in the Netherlands.
These high standards are further elaborated by a
large social net to protect the inhabitants. Problems
seem to get solved automatically, the society is not
used to have responsibility for the minorities. In
shrinking areas, the same level of service is no longer
realistic. The society responds very active on this
decline, sometimes by a protesting and in other cases
starting up local initiatives.

A lot of social consequences, like the brain-drain,
the ageing of society, migration and the decrease
of birth rates are rather quiet processes. There is
a need for renewal: “Policies and programmes
need to be designed to fulfil the need for an intergenerational development. Innovation plays a critical
role to respond to these challenges and initiatives.”
(Martinez-Fernandez & Weyman, 2012) Part of
the innovation is that the people are demanding a
different type of government.

In the image on the right we see a protest poster
on an abandoned building. The people are angry
and they look at the municipality. ‘Already 11 years
your ruin’ and the neighbours are wondering when
something is going to happen.
But is this vacant building a problem of the
municipality? Who is the owner? And what can
neighbours do?

For example this local initiative. It is a
‘neighbourhood centre 2.0’ where everyone can
walk in with ideas, people receive guidance in
the bureaucracy and initiatives can be linked and
supported by other inhabitants. The municipality
supports the initiative, by paying one volunteer for 4
hours per week and by paying the rent.

Figure 16: Newspaper article on keyrole in citizens participation for the initiative BS22 in Groenlo. Source:
Gelderlander.nl accessed: April 11, 2015
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Scientific relevance
The need for an methodology that deals with uncertainty in the shrinking
context is very relevant. A lot of research has been done to describe for
example: shrinkage, planning networks etc. but the gap Boelens tried to
describe this as the ‘syrupy planning processes, which are very costly, inflexible
and inefficient, and suppressing all new and creative initiatives that do not fit
within the set framework.’ (Boelens, 2010, p. 28). In other words, the traditional
masterplans have very costly, inflexible and inefficient processes that are
blocking the local initiatives because they don’t fit the planning process.
The research aims to combine the triangular relation between government,
market and society with the criteria used in theory on new approaches in
spatial planning and design. The objectives and criteria used for these new
approaches might give insight in how this approach is developed, and what can
be learned from that point of view. One of the key examples is the outside-in
approach of Luuk Boelens. He wrote about the gap between what planners see,
think and do and what is actually going on. “I came to the conclusion that it had
something to do with the fact that planners’ practices were government or publicsector-oriented, as such were focused inside-out”(Boelens, 2009, p. 9) .
Relevance within the research group
The methodological search for dealing with a shrinking context is carried out
on both regional and local level. With the research I am trying to find what
the role of design is, within this merely social and economic subject. The
research group of regional planning and design fits best with the topic, since
this research group gives a lot of tools for dealing with governance and looking
beyond classic government institutes.
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aanvullen en wanneer knooppunten meervoudig met elkaar verbonden zijn. Om de ruimtelijke kwaliteit in onze
gemeente te behouden en te versterken is belangrijk
om concurrentie met de omliggende gemeenten en de
kernen onderling in onze gemeente te voorkomen. Anders krijgen wij een strijd tussen dezelfde inwoners. De
knooppunten (in dit geval de verschillende gemeentes)
hebben niet de intentie om elkaar te beconcurreren,

Figure 17: Source: Ruimtelijke Atlas Oost Gelre
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voorzieningen.

Bereikbaarheid Achterhoek

In de visie voor de Achterhoek wordt aangegeven dat
het van belang is dat de Achterhoek fysiek goed is aangesloten op de omliggende stedelijke netwerken, zowel in Nederland als in Duitsland. De aanwezigheid van

daarbij
Zowel v
van het
de A15
doorstr
bereikb
te verst

dat
aanzovan

daarbij passende infrastructuur is van levensbelang.
Zowel via de weg, het spoor, als digitaal. Verdubbeling
van het spoor Arnhem-Winterswijk, doortrekking van
de A15 en verbetering van de A18/N18 (maar ook de
doorstroming op de A12) blijven speerpunten om de
bereikbaarheid en mobiliteit van de regio Achterhoek
te versterken. De regio voegt daar de digitale ontslui-

ting aan toe en pleit voor een uitgebreid glasvezelnetwerk door de hele Achterhoek. De strategische ligging
biedt kansen voor de Achterhoek o.a: als aantrekkelijk woon- en werkgebied, als recreatief inloopgebied,
door de nabijheid van onderwijs- en zorgvoorzieningen van hoge kwaliteit en door het aansluiten bij de
economische en kennisontwikkeling.

7. Interim report of progress

We z
en id
kern
kern
“kern
voor
aan o

The progress of the analysis will be described, first
giving insight in the policy and governmental scale
levels. Then role models are used to explain the
initiatives and statistics per topic, following the
interests and experiences of two role models. The
analysis so far has supported the search Zutphen
for the
problem statement, research objectives and design
goals. In the process, understanding the problem was
often carried out from the society towards the topic.
Regional vision

Bron: Structuurvisie Regio Achterhoek, 2012

The vision shows no ‘search areas’, large-scale spatial
developments or bold moves. The spatial policy is
focused on the local opportunities, so the chances
can be utilized. The topics landscape, infrastructure
Doetinche
and landscape of villages are explained more in
depth.
The different types of landscape in the region
form the basis of the regional identity. The future
integration of new developments can be inspired on
these characteristics.
Mobility and accesibility of the region and within the
region are very important. In the near future are no
planned upgrades, apart from the highway currently
under construction.
The landscape of villages are the larger towns where
amenities are concentrated. Not everywhere, the
same number of amenities is required. The level of
amenities is being detemined by the local needs and
the local initiatives. (“Structuurvisie nieuwe stijl
Regio Achterhoek,” 2011)
I want to take a closer look in regional and
local policies. In my opinion, on for example
infrastructure the attitude of the region might be
too humble. Would there be support for a train
connection to Germany? What are the differences
between scenarios where the highway is extended
from Enschede to Doetinchem?
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Municipal secretary Oost Gelre
Jan Dijkman
“No longer the government thinks and
society will follow. People come up with
ideas and the government supports. Our
motivation is to involve people in society”

JAN DIJKMAN
GEMEENTESECRETARIS GEMEENTE OOST GELRE

“Wij werken nu meer
van buiten naar binnen”
In 1997 ging Jan Dijkman aan de slag als gemeentesecretaris bij de toenmalige gemeente

2

Lichtenvoorde. Na de gemeentelijke herindeling in 2005 heeft het college hem gevraagd aan

Vice president Achterhoek region
Thijs van Beem
te blijven als gemeentesecretaris. Hij leidde de organisatie door de eerste roerige tijden

van wennen aan andere culturen en andere werkwijzen. Uiteindelijk mondde dit uit in een

grootschalig organisatieveranderingsproces. De laatste jaren heeft Jan zich met name ingezet

op het gebied van overheidsparticipatie. Achter de schermen was hij de grote aanjager om de
ambtelijke organisatie op een andere manier te laten samenwerken met de samenleving.

“We ask the province to appoint an
respresentative shrinkage. We could
collaborate with regional actors and
shrinking regions”

PVDA member of the province
Jeannine Liebrand
“Shrinkage might be a problem, but it is
deﬁnately not urgent. Everyone could see
this phenomenon coming for 20 years.”

Minister Plasterk of the Interior and
Kingdom relations
“A shift from citizen participation to government participation. A diﬀerent role
and restructuring money-ﬂows. The decentralisation allowance is restructured”
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Local

Scale levels of government
The arrow shows how the policy is passed on from
the national government, all the way to the local
government. The Achterhoek has a collaboration on
regional level, the Achterhoek2020. This region has
no legal status, but is used for collaboration between
the different municipalities.
The one actor that has the most dissenting view is
Jeannine Liebrand from the province. She stated
“Shrinkage might be a problem, but it is definately
not urgent. Everyone could see this phenomenon
coming for 20 years.” (Liebrand, 2013) in a context
where she initiated an subsidy for idea generation
in shrinking regions. Also on other platforms like
Ruimtevolk, she is quoted “Maybe the inhabitants
of shrinking regions don’t experience a problem, or
at least a problem that can be solved with money”
(“Subsidieregelingen bottom-up initiatieven
Gelderland,” 2013). Overall, it gives the impression
that on a provincial level, the growth of the ArnhemNijmegen region and other political more attractive
topics get the time and fundings. The notion that the
problem was known is not a solution.

National
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Hans en Margriet
initiatiefnemer: Hart van Grolle
> 50 jaar
Sociaal ondernemen
Economische situatie
Ingrijpen in voorzieningen

Bas en Mariska
woningzoekend
< 25 jaar
Woningmarkt
Leefbaarheid platteland
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Role models
Hans and Margriet saw impressive local food markets in the USA and took
the concept to their hometown Groenlo. ‘Hart van Grolle’ is currently under
construction. The food market will provide shops to multiple partners offering
various types of local food under one roof.
The supporting maps will list and discuss the initiatives in the region. Also the
economic situation is of Hans and Margriet their concern, so this topic will be
elaborated with graphs and maps.
Bas and Mariska want to stay in the Achterhoek, but don’t have the financial
means to buy a house in the countryside or the small nearby town. Together
with her family they found the solution to rebuild one old barn on their
farmhouse. The municipality doesn’t allow this function change because the
zoning regulation lists the barn as an annex. No wonder similar young couples
move.
For young starters like Bas and Mariska the availability of jobs, the mobility and
the situation on the housing market are of importance.
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Hans en Margriet
initiatiefnemer: Hart van Grolle

Groenlo

Lichtenvoorde

Type initiatives
Housing market
Liveability
Level of amenities
Infrastructure
Regional economy
Environment
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Aalten

Types of initiatives
The energetic society has started a long list of
initiatives in the region. This map will highlight
the initiatives with a larger societal impact. This
means that an initiative to maintain a swimming
pool is listed, but an initiative for cleaning the local
playground is not listed. Later on the criteria have to
be adjusted, to make a thoughtful and argumented
decision. The themes are derived from the division
used by (Dam et al., 2006)
Housing market: CPO De Bond in Harreveld
(Lichtenvoorde) is a initiative by starters to provide
housing in the village where they were born.
Liveability: BS22 in Groenlo is a semi-governmental
initiative. The community center 2.0 is a place where
people with ideas for their neighbourhood can go, to
get advice and to be introduced to similar-minded
people and the right people at the municipality.

Winterswijk

Level of amenities:
In Lichtenvoorde both the Stichting Hamelandhal
and EnergieK are founded to maintain a sports
amenity. The Stichting Hamelandhal is responsible
for the exploitation of the sports accomodation.
EnergieK managed to keep the swimmingpool, by
cleverly linking it to a nearby facility with excess
heat.
Mobility
A few initiatives for glass fiber internet in the rural
areas are combined into Glasvezel Achterhoek BV
Regional economy
In Winterswijk two interesting initiatives work on
the other side of the spectrum. In the workfield
pub unemployed can discuss their resume, attend
lectures and extend their networks. Noaberkrediet
offers loans to small/medium companies that fall of
the radar at traditional banks.
Environment
De timp works on closing their systems, for example
by a process to change frying oil into fuel.
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Hans en Margriet
initiatiefnemer: Hart van Grolle

Groenlo

Lichtenvoorde

Financiële status
initiatieven
Onafhankelijk initiatief
Financieel ondersteund
initiatief
Financieel afhankelijk
initiatief
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Aalten

Financial independency initiatives
Currently, almost all the initiatives that apply at the
municipality get realised. The municipality hasn’t
found the criteria yet to judge plans.
Some plans are depending on governmental support.
For example the initiative for glass fiber. Everyone
that will be connected to the system pays, but still
the government needs to add money for the plan to
be executed.
Another example is BS22, where the gap
between government and citizen is narrowed
down significantly. The government is willing to
provide the location and some money for 0,2 FTE
employment of the initiator.
Other plans, like Naoberkrediet are completely
independent from the government, relying on
entrepeneurs believing in the system.

Winterswijk
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Hans en Margriet
initiatiefnemer: Hart van Grolle

We started our initiative to stimulate local empowerment and to prevent multinationals from
taking the profit elsewhere.
>5%
2.5 - 5%
1 - 2.5%
*-1 - 1%
*-2.5 - -1%
*-3 -5%
> -5%

Growth

>5%
2.5 - 5%
1 - 2.5%
*-1 - 1%
*-2.5 - -1%
percentage
*-3 -5%
> -5%

>5%
2.5 - 5%
1 - 2.5%
*-1 - 1%
*-2.5 - -1%
*-3 -5%
> -5%

2010-2014

This figure is important to understand the different
local processes. The Achterhoek region is shrinking
to Dutch standards, but Germany has known
shrinkage for much longer already.
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>75%
70-75%
65-70%
60-65%
55-60%
Employment
<55% rate 2011

>75%
70-75%
65-70%
60-65%
55-60%
<55%

The statistics of the different statistical offices offer
different data. The Dutch are using employment
amongst 15-65 and the Germans amongst the whole
population. An attempt to adapt the data failed.

>125%
110-125%
100-110%
90-100%
75-90%
<75%

>75%
70-75%
65-70%
60-65%
55-60%
<55%

Demographic and economic development
Unfortunately, the maps contain a certain
uncertainty which caused the concluison to be
postponed.

>125%
110-125%
100-110%
90-100%
75-90%
GDP per inhabitant
2011
<75%

>125%
110-125%
100-110%
90-100%
75-90%
<75%

The statistics are not available at this scale level
oficially. A very blurry and vague image from google
with unclear sources lead to this image. Source is not
to be trusted.
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Hans en Margriet
initiatiefnemer: Hart van Grolle

Population development

relatvie population growth COROP regio
Achterhoek and its municipalities:

0.5%

0%

-0.5%

2002
no. of inhabitants
relative population growth

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2011

2012

2013

2014

385121

385325

402785

402675

401729

401766

402200

401894

401634

401476

400727

399707

0.45

0.05

0.15

-0.03

-0.23

0.01

0.11

-0.08

-0.06

-0.04

-0.19

-0.25

-0.23

Growth rate
The demographic developments of the whole region,
and its municipalities in a thin line is visualised in
this graph. The maximum was reached in 2008, from
2008 on the region is shrinking with a maximum of
0.25% per year.
The speed of the development is slow, and according
to prognoses very likely to continue.
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2010

383387

Economic development

Total gross labour force (potential labour
force, employed+unemployed)

205.000

9%

200.000

7%

195.000

5%

190.000

3%

Dutch average
unemployment
Achterhoek region
unemployment
number of
unemployed
number of
employed

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Employment rate
The line in the graph shows the unemployment
rate of both the country and the region. The bars
in the graph show the number of employed, with
the unemployed on top. The total of these two is
the potential labour force. As the graph shows, the
potential labour force already stabilised in 2008.
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Bas en Mariska
Woningzoekend
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Housing market
Where would households settle in the Achterhoek
region? First, the 21 main towns together are
relatively popular. These towns offer amenities to
the surrounding towns without services and the
adjascent countryside. The popularity of these
main towns means that the problem of shrinkage
is happening outside of the towns with services.
Most towns not listed are already losing inhabitants.
Probably the mobility is an important factor.
The towns visualised with a green star, are having
a migration surplus, being relatively attractive to
starters and young families. (Suurmond et al., 2015,
p. 18)

Main towns

Migration surplus
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Bas en Mariska
Woningzoekend

Number of jobs
The availability of jobs is mapped in this image.
As clearly can be seen, the jobs are highly
concentrated in the Randstad. In the east are
smaller concentrations of jobs around Around
Arnhem-Nijmegen, Zutphen-Apeldoorn-Deventer
and Almelo. In the left is the mobility with public
transport visualised. The connections in the north
do reach to the Zutphen-Apeldoorn-Deventer
cluster (stedendriehoek) but reaching Almelo is
hard. Enschede and Hengelo are well connected, but
offering similar amounts of jobs as the region itself.
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Mobility
The map visualises how far one can travel in a
certain time. In the table, the number of jobs that
can be reached within that time are represented.
There is a big difference between the mobility by car
and by public transport.

Reachable within

Inhabitants

Jobs

15 minutes

29

15

30 minutes

242

104

60 minutes

1303

597

90 minutes

2906

1277

120 minutes

7546

3512

numbers x 1000
Own edit, source bereikbaarheidsmeter.nl
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